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Abstract
This thesis report documents an investigation into the electrical engineering aspects and design
considerations pertinent to the maritime industry and, in particular, to ship building. The
investigation is a review of the electrical power systems of a 35 metre search and rescue (SAR)
vessel designed and constructed for the Philippines coast guard by BAE Systems at its
Henderson shipbuilding facility in Perth, Western Australia. The purpose of reviewing the
electrical systems of the 35M vessel is to provide a platform from which future vessels of similar
class, size and operational purpose can be designed.
The electrical engineering design aspects include an introductory description of the rules for
classification for which vessels are constructed and in particular that of the 35M SAR vessel and
the structure of project management and the interrelationships between different engineering and
design departments which are involved in the 35M SAR shipbuilding process. The re-validation
of the electrical engineering systems includes the use of the existing 35M SAR vessels load
demand to determine generator sizing, three phase motor starting arrangements, cabling,
protection and DC emergency power systems, all of which are referenced against classification
rules and international standards requirements where applicable.
The document is constructed in a systematic way which allows the reader to identify the design
processes involved in the 35M SAR vessel. Its order may not specifically represent the order for
which the electrical design is carried out; additionally it does not include specific mechanical or
architectural design detail. However generalised detail is included, where applicable, in order to
provide background information.
It has been shown that a systematic approach to shipbuilding and a constructive and professional
relationship between various engineering and design departments is paramount to the successful
construction of a maritime vessel. It was additionally identified that during the electrical
engineering design process, assumptions are made based on past experiences and practical
appreciation for vessel load demands during normal operational conditions, which ultimately
ensures system loading is reduced while still maintaining operational requirements of the vessel.
It is however identified that over-sizing of some items, such as cables, is deliberate in order to
reduce installation errors and potential product availability issues.
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Introduction
1.1. Shipbuilding Design Rules
The majority of marine infrastructure, which includes ships and offshore structures, are built and
maintained to established technical standards in relation to their design, construction and survey.
These standards are defined by classification societies.
Classification societies themselves have been in existence since the second half of the 18
th
century when the first recorded and arguably most well known society, Lloyds Register, was
established. Historically it is accepted that marine insurers, being based at Lloyd’s coffee house
in London, developed an independent hull and equipment inspection system which could be used
to establish the condition of ships presented to them for insurance cover. In 1760 a committee
was established for this sole purpose, which resulted in the first recorded survey standards being
Lloyd’s Register Book for the years 1764-65-66 (IACS 2006).
In all, it is accepted that there are now 50 or more classification societies worldwide. However
eleven of these organisations collectively class more than 90% of all commercial shipping
tonnage involved in international trade. These eleven member organisations, including an
associate member, make up the IACS (The International Association of Classification Societies)
which was established in 1968; however its origins date back to the international load convention
of 1930 (IACS 2006).
The ten member societies which make up IACS are:
 ABS American Bureau of Shipping
 BV Bureau Veritas
 CCS China Classification Society
 DNV Det Norske Veritas
 GL Germanischer Lloyd
 KR Korean Register of Shipping
 LR Lloyds Register2
 NK Nippon Kaiji Kyokai (Class NK)
 RINA Registro Italiano Navale
 RS Russian Maritime Register of Shipping
The society additionally includes the following associate:
 IRS Indian Register of Shipping
The purpose of a classification society is to establish and apply standards to ships and other
marine related facilities and structures in relation to design and construction, including electrical
systems. These established rules are not design codes and cannot as such be used for specific
design purposes, however the rules are intended to assess structural strength and integrity of
essential parts of a ships hull, appendages and the reliability and function of other equipment to
maintain essential services on board (IACS 2006). Reliability and function of other equipment
includes propulsion systems, steering systems, power generation etc. Therefore the use of
classification societies in the construction of marine infrastructure provides owners, insurers,
financiers and ports, through which vessels transit, the confidence that vessels and infrastructure
having met classification society rules are fit for purpose and pose minimal risk to cargo, life and
the environment (IACS 2006).
The implementation of classification rules includes a number of processes which start with a
technical review of the design for a new vessel followed by a visual inspection of the vessel
during the construction phase which includes attendance at relevant production facilities that
provide key components such as engine, generators etc and on satisfactory completion of the
above a certificate of classification is issued. Once in service the vessel must undergo periodic
class surveys and meet the relevant rule conditions in order to maintain class certification. It
should be noted that a classification survey is a visual examination that consists of an
examination of the items intended for survey, detailed checks of selected parts, witnessing tests,
measurements and trials (IACS 2006).
A Classification society by its nature is “self-regulating, independent and externally audited” and
“has no commercial interests related to ship design, ship building, ship ownership, ship3
operation, ship management, ship maintenance or repairs, insurance or chartering” (IACS 2006,
p3).
It is fundamentally classification societies and design rules that determine the electrical power
systems on-board marine vessels including the 35M search and rescue reviewed in this report.4
Vessel Background
2.1. Det Norske Veritas (DNV) Classification
The 35M Search and Rescue (SAR) vessel, which is investigated throughout this report, uses the
Det Norske Veritas (DNV) rules for classification of high speed, light craft and naval surface
craft. The choice of one classification standard over another is generally dependent on the
customer preference which may be based on classifications for other vessels within a fleet or the
location for which the vessel is predominantly located. Additionally it may be a preference to the
ship builder or design consultancies. In the case of the 35M SAR vessel it was a customer
preference based on the existing use of the DNV classification; DNV is a Norwegian
classification society originally formed in 1864.
DNV rules for classification of high speed, light craft and naval surface craft cover a number of
topic areas which include:
 Part 0 Introduction
 Part 1 Regulations
 Part 2 Materials and Welding
 Part 3 Structures, Equipment
 Part 4 Machinery and Systems – Equipment and Operations
 Part 5 Special Service and Type – Additional Class
 Part 6 Special Equipment and Systems – Additional Class
 Part 7 HSLC in Operation
Each part is subsequently divided into a number of chapters with Part 4 (Machinery and Systems
– Equipment and Operation) being relevant to electrical systems. Part 4 is divided into the
following chapters:
 Part 4 Chapter 1 Machinery Systems, General
 Part 4 Chapter 2 Rotating Machinery, General
 Part 4 Chapter 3 Rotating Machinery, Drives
 Part 4 Chapter 4 Rotating Machinery, Power Transmission5
 Part 4 Chapter 5 Rotating Machinery, Drive Units
 Part 4 Chapter 6 Piping Systems
 Part 4 Chapter 7 Boilers, Pressure Vessels, Thermal-Oil Installations and
Incinerators
 Part 4 Chapter 8 Electrical Installations
 Part 4 Chapter 9 Instrumentation and Automation
 Part 4 Chapter 10 Fire Safety
 Part 4 Chapter 11 Safety of Navigation
 Part 4 Chapter 12 Radio Communications
 Part 4 Chapter 13 Control and Monitoring of Propulsion, Directional Control,
Stabilisation and Auxiliary Systems
As can be seen from the chapter list above electrical systems requirements are covered in a
number of chapters. For the purposes of this report design referencing has predominantly focused
on Chapter 8, Electrical Installations, as this chapter covers the main electrical system rules for
the assignment of class. A copy of the contents page for Part 4 Chapter 8 - Electrical Installations
has been included in Appendix A to provide an overview of subject matter.
2.2. Standards
DNV classifications and indeed all classifications are related to technical requirements which are
based on international standards. Therefore, classification societies rules for electrical
installations on ships use the IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission) standards; IEC is
a world wide organisation for standardisation whose objective is to promote international
cooperation on all questions concerning standardisation including the electrical and electronic
fields (IEC 92).
IEC60092 –Electrical Installations in Ships is the primary standard referenced by DNV and must
be adhered to. The society does however allow standards other than IEC60092 for ship design if6
they are found to represent an overall safety concept equivalent to that of the rules. In other
words standards such as the Australian Standards which are not directly referenced by DNV can
be used to augment the class rules if required, and therefore can be used if the content adequately
reflects that of the equivalent IEC standard; however this is at the discretion of the classification
society and on request must be provided to the society for review on demand. Generally
Australian Standards are used only if the IEC standards do not provide sufficient design
information or are not accessible. An example is the use of AS1150 for lighting compliance on
ships as detail within this standard facilitates minimum lux requirements and design guidelines
which are not directly specified or available in the rules or IEC standards. The use of Australian
Standards additionally facilitates electrical equipment and component selection and purchases as
these items must, as a minimum, meet Australian Standards for sale in Australia.
Table 1 below outlines the Society Classification Rules, International Standards and Australian
Standards referenced during the electrical systems design of the 35 metre search and rescue
vessel.
In addition to the standards and rules specified in Table 1 below, which are electrically specific
in nature, the 35M SAR vessel is built to the following international convention, regulation and
standards:
 IMO International Code of Safety for High Speed Craft (HSC Code)
 SOLAS 1997 (Safety Of Life At Sea)
 International Load Line Convention 1966 (The stability of ships is seriously affected by
overloading; the load line is a line or number of lines marked on the side of a hull to
indicate how low a vessel may rest in the water)
 International Tonnage Convention 1969 (Universal tonnage measurement systems of
vessels)
 MARPOL Annex I and IV (International regulations covering prevention of pollution of
the marine environment by ships from operational or accidental causes – Annex I:
prevention of pollution by oil; Annex IV: prevention of pollution by sewage from ships)7
Reference: Title Year:
Det Norske Veritas (DNV)
Rules for Classification
Ships/High Speed, Light Craft
and Naval Surface Craft – Part
4, Chapter 8 Electrical
Installations
January 2001
IEC60092 Electrical Installations in Ships 1994-08
AS3000 Wiring Rules 2007
AS1150 Artificial Illumination in Ships 1983
Table 1: Classification Rules, International and Australian Standards - Electrical8
Shipbuilding Design Process
3.1. Project Management
Similar to other construction processes, shipbuilding requires the integration of a number of
engineering, design and management disciplines to successfully complete project requirements.
The aim of any design is fundamentally to meet all identified user requirements while still
maintaining cognisant understanding of applicable platform or project constraints. The meeting
of user requirements can be subsequently divided into a number of key requirements including
function, performance, environmental, construction, safety, reliability, availability and
maintainability requirements while ensuring compliance with regulatory and statutory
authorities.
3.1.1. Shipbuilding Disciplines
The shipbuilding process at BAE Systems is divided into a number a key design sections with
each section being the responsibility of a particular design discipline, with the coming together
of each section resulting in a finished vessel. Design specifications in themselves are dependant
on the customer and can be developed by independent naval consultants, or, if adequate technical
knowledge is available within the vessel customer’s organisation, then specifications are created
internally. Alternatively, a customer will approach a ship builder such as BAE Systems and
request the creation of a specifications document based on general guidelines. These design
specifications mentioned above are referred to as technical specifications.
The specific vessel technical specifications are generally divided into the following sections:
 General
 Hull Structure and Outfit
 Air Conditioning and Ventilation
 Electrical
 Mission Systems9
 Passenger and Crew Fitout
 Main Machinery
 Vessel Systems
 Life Saving, Fire and Safety
General technical construction specifications typically includes details such as climatic
conditions, in which the vessel will operate, certificate and classification build rules, sea trial
guidelines and language and measurement units used for construction. Structural design
specifications can include steel thickness for deck plating, skegs and keel plate etc. while
accommodation and outfit design specification covers everything from acoustic installation,
windows, pipe work colouring, cathode protection and power supply format.
The design disciplines are divided into the following:
 Naval Architecture - Generally naval architecture is involved in hull structure and fitout,
life saving and fire safety, and ride control systems, which come under main machinery.
Additionally naval architects are involved in documentation, design parameters and sea
trials. Figure 1a shows a scaled model of the 35M SAR vessel hull under test at various
speeds as designed by the naval architecture discipline.
 Electrical Engineering - Electrical engineering is fundamentally responsible for the
electrical systems of the vessel including power generation, power distribution,
protection, control, lighting and all associated alarm systems.
 Mission Systems - Mission systems account for the navigation and communication
systems required by class rules including navigation lighting requirements although
connection and protection etc is a responsibility of electrical engineering.
 Mechanical Engineering - Mechanical engineering is involved in vessel systems such as
fuel, sanitary, water and exhaust. Additionally mechanical engineers design HVACs and
selects and installs main machinery equipment including engines, gear boxes and steering
gear etc. (Figure 1b shows the main propulsion plant installed in the as-built vessel)10
 Design Drafting - Design drafting is responsible for the technical drawings across all
disciplines.
Omitted due to copyright Omitted due to copyright
Figure 1: (a) Scale model of 35M SAR hull under performance testing; (b) Port side main
propulsion engine – 3508B Caterpillar marine diesel (BAE Systems n.d)
Appendix B includes a general arrangement drawing of the 35M SAR vessel. The intention of
this drawing is as a background reference only to general vessel arrangements.
3.1.2. Electrical Systems Design Process
The design of a ship’s electrical system is an iterative process in which the interrelationship
between varying design disciplines is fundamental to final completion. The flow chart of figure 2
below defines the design process and shows the interrelations between various disciplines in
order to successfully complete the electrical system design of the 35M SAR vessel. It can be
seen from the flow chart that the design process includes the creation of a tender document. The
tender documentation is included as part of the electrical design as BAE Systems does not
maintain electrical personal at its Henderson facility which is used for the sole purpose of ship
(a) (b)11
maintenance and construction and therefore electrical contractors are employed for the electrical
fit-out duties. The development and details of the tender documentation will not be covered in
this report.12
Figure 2: Electrical engineering design process flow chart
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The Electrical System
4.1. Power and Distribution
The AC distribution system of the 35M SAR vessel is designed to the following characteristics:
 440V three phase ac / 60Hz / 3 wire without neutral + earth
 220V single phase ac / 60Hz / 2 wire without neutral
The relationship between 440V and 220V is not through normal phase and line voltages which
occur when a generating system has a grounded neutral, as can be seen from figure 3a below, but
is an historical convention for ship electrical systems and created through the use of a
transformer, as shown in figure 3b.
The selection of the 440V / 60Hz three phase distribution system is due to the following reasons:
 440V systems draw relatively small current resulting in less distribution loss
 Increase in frequency (above 50Hz) results in physically smaller equipment for same
power rating
Figure 3: a) 440V and 220V relationship (note 220V phase voltage is not related to 440V line
voltage). b) 440V and 220V relationship achieved through transformer action.
(a) (b)14
 440V / 60Hz is the standard power systems characteristics used extensively in military
and Para-military vessels and is the standard for low voltage distribution used by NATO.
 DNV (Det Norske Veritas) class acceptable voltage and frequency values.
An addition feature of the electrical system characteristics is the type of distribution system
incorporated on the 35M SAR vessel. The project vessel uses what is known as an insulated
neutral system. An insulated neutral system can be best described by first identifying an earthed
neutral system. Earthed neutral systems are widely used in land based power generation and
distribution networks and in simple terms refer to the connection of a power system neutral point
to earth via a grounding conductor and grounding electrode as shown in figure 4a below. In
comparison an insulated neutral system has no direct connection from the power system neutral
point to earth as shown in figure 4b.
The major advantage of an insulated neutral system is related to reliability during a phase to
ground fault. During a phase to ground fault, which can occur with insulation breakdown, there
is no path for the fault current to return to the source, as a result the load is unaffected and
Figure 4: (a) Earthed neutral (system) grounding; (b) Insulated neutral system
(a) (b)15
continues to operate normally; this is evident in figure 5 below. For completeness, however, a
capacitive coupling effect does exist between each active conductor and ground which results in
a circulating current path for the fault current. However due to the very high reactive value of
this capacitive coupling effect, while currents do actually flow, they are small.
Figure 5: Insulated neutral system during phase to ground fault.16
4.2. Load Demand
The calculation of load demand is achieved by the interrelations between the various engineering
and design disciplines with each providing the electrical size of items relevant to their discipline
that meet design requirements. The easiest way to accommodate these loads from an electrical
engineers perspective is by use of a load analysis spreadsheet which allows the easy tracking and
modification of electrical equipment and their respective power requirements. Table 2 below
provides a sample of the load analysis spreadsheet constructed for the 35M SAR vessel.
220V 440V 220V 440V Connected Connected
Equipment Motor Motor Input Input Load Load
kW kW kVA kVA kVA A
Bilge Pump 0.7 1.40 6.36
Desalination Unit 2.2 3.27 4.29
Sewage Treatment 3 3 3.94
Antifouling System 0.2 0.2 0.91
Table 2: Load analysis spreadsheet – sample of loads for 35M SAR vessel as constructed.
The load analysis spreadsheet divides loads into 220V and 440V connections with 220V being
single phase and 440V being three phase. In addition to the division of loads between three phase
and single phase, equipment is divided into resistive (input) and reactive (motor) which allows
for the identification of equipment that have a reactive component and those that do not.
During early design stages name plate data and specifications for motors and other electrical
equipment is not always available when load demand calculations are being performed so the
selection of power factor and efficiency for motors are based on a generic load table (see Table 3
below). It is preferable however to use actual motor specifications, if available, as actual power
factors and efficiencies of smaller motors including single phase motors can be very low.17
Load demand of the 35M SAR vessel is determined from its operational status and not the full
load characteristics of all electrical equipment and machinery operating simultaneously. As the
35M SAR is a patrol type vessel it can therefore, effectively, operate in one of four electrical
power modes which are cruising, harbour, fire monitor and shore.
 Cruising mode operation is considered the normal operating condition of the vessel and,
as the name suggests, relates to the electrical power consumed when the vessel is under
transit or cruising conditions. The determination of load under this mode of operation is
dependent on the functionality of electrical equipment, experience of the design engineer
Table 3: Generic motor power factor and efficiencies (BAE Systems n.d.)18
and practical appreciation for load demand of equipment, such as lights and power outlets
used specifically by the crew.
 Harbour operations are a representation for when the vessel is performing in-shore duties
and may include in-shore anchorage with crew living on-board.
 Fire monitor is the operational mode for the vessel when performing ship to ship or ship
to shore fire fighting duties.
 Shore mode does not involve operations of the types mentioned previously but relates to
the load consumed by the vessel when along-side. While along-side the vessel may be
under going maintenance or preparing for departure.
Table 4 is an example of various load demands of equipment as a percentage value over all
operation modes.
Connected Cruising Cruising Harbour Harbour F/Monitor F/Monitor Shore Shore
Equipment Load Demand Demand Demand Demand
kVA % kVA % kVA % kVA % kVA
Bilge Pump 1.40 100 1.40 100 1.40 0 0
Desalination Unit 3.27 60 1.96 0 60 1.96 60 1.96
Sewage Treatment 3 60 1.80 0 60 1.80 60 1.80
Antifouling System 0.2 100 0.2 100 0.2 100 0.2 100 0.2
Table 4: Load demands of equipment in various operational modes
Table 5 below identifies the load demand of the 35M SAR vessel as built in each operational
mode and the total load of the vessel. Future vessels will inevitably have different load values.
Total Cruising Harbour Fire Monitor Shore
kVA 194.83 71.11 65.62 86.57 29.20
Table 5: 35M SAR load demand at various operational modes19
4.3. Sizing Generator Sets
The sizing of generator sets for the 35M SAR vessel, and indeed all vessels, is based on
IEC60092 standard, Pt.201- Electrical Installations in Ships. Section 2 of Pt.201 stipulates that
every ship shall be provided with a main source of electrical power that consists of at least two
generator sets and is capable of suppling all auxiliary electrical services for maintaining the ship
in normal operating conditions without the use of emergency power facilities. The normal
operating conditions for the 35M SAR vessel is cruising mode. Additionally the capacity of the
generator sets shall be such that if one is rendered inoperable then the remaining unit must be
capable of suppling the electrical services necessary to provide normal operational conditions of
propulsion and safety, minimum habitability conditions with respect to comfort, and preservation
of cargo if applicable (IEC92 1994).
As is seen from Table 4 above (Sec 4.2) the load demand in cruising mode of the 35M SAR
vessel is approximately 71kVA, which equates to 56.8kW for a 0.8 power factor. Therefore,
based on this load demand, each of the generators must be at least 71kVA in size.
As generator sets are usually only available in a number of discrete sizes, it is at the discretion of
the electrical engineer to determine what capacity of alternator is finally chosen. Final sizing
generally depends on the following:
 Temperature Class F – thermal classification in accordance with DNV Pt.4, Ch.8 Sec.5 –
Rotating Machines: temperature rise in windings of alternator units having output of less
than 5000kVA. Options are available, however BAE Systems selects Class ‘F’ due to
ability of HVAC systems too control vessel internal temperatures, and ambient
temperature operating conditions for vessel.
 Operational Load demand – must meet operational load demand as defined by DNV Pt.4,
Ch.8, Sec.2 – Main Electrical Power Supply System. A design margin may be included
depending on the detail to which load demand has been calculated.
 Electrical System Distribution Requirements - 440V three phase ac / 60Hz
 Diesel Engine Requirements – generator sets cannot be oversized with respect to load
conditions. Diesels operating in an unloaded state, typically less than 40-50% of rated
capacity, experience combustion related issues resulting in premature failure or excessive
maintenance outcomes of the engine.20
Based on the normal operational load demand for the 35M SAR vessel, two (2) Caterpillar
3304B generating sets, each rated at 65kW were used. Typically the engine manufacturer is
selected by the mechanical engineering discipline in alignment with mechanical build
specifications, and therefore options for a particular alternator manufacturer may be limited.
As the model of generators used on the 35M SAR may not be available for future vessel of this
class and design, the ‘Stamford’ model UCM274C alternator has been selected for design re-
validation purposes as it is a common alternator with capacities which meet voltage, frequency
and load demands currently specified for the 35M SAR.
Figure 6 below identifies the alternator ratings at various class temperatures, frequency and
winding configurations for the Stamford UCM274C alternator. Based on the ‘F’ class
temperature rating, 60Hz frequency requirements, 440V level and 71kVA load demand it is seen
that an alternator rated at 74kW or 92.5kVA base continuous rating is required. Base continuous
rating, also known as basic continuous, continuous running duty or continuous duty is the
specified (kVA) rating at specified ambient temperature and power factor for continuous use
without overstressing the insulation (Stamford 2006).
With a basic calculation it is shown that an alternator rated at 92.5kVA will be loaded to
approximately 77% of its rating under normal operating conditions thus meeting diesel engine
operating condition requirements as discussed above.21
Figure 6: Stamford model UCM274C alternator with selection indicated (Stamford UCM274C
Technical Data Sheet 2006)
Figure 7: Stamford alternator 12 lead connection types (Stamford UCM274C Technical Data
Sheet 2006)22
4.4. Fault Level Calculations
There are two independent means of providing electrical power to the 35M SAR vessel, one
through the onboard generating capacity and the other through a shore supply connection. With
respect to the 35M SAR the two independent power sources cannot be paralleled, as such
electrical power is either supplied by the onboard generation or shore connection only. To ensure
that paralleling is not enacted an interlock connection internal to the main switch board is
installed.
Fault level calculations are performed in order to correctly size buses, protective equipment and
cable fault rating. Due to the interlock arrangement of the power sources, on the 35M SAR, and
the shore supply limited at 60A, the fault level calculations use the onboard power sources.
Calculations are based on a symmetrical three phase short circuit fault. When a symmetrical
short circuit fault occurs on a synchronous generator the ac component of the fault current can be
divided into three periods, sub-transient period (X”), transient period (X’) and steady-state period
(X) as seen in figure 8 below. From figure 8 it can be seen that the maximum fault current occurs
during the sub-transient period.
Figure 8: Symmetric ac component of fault current (Stevenson 1992)
There are number of ways in which the sub-transient fault current can be determined such as:
 Calculations using the sub-transient reactance value provided by alternator manufacturers
 Obtaining short circuit values direct from alternator/Genset manufacturers
X”
X’
X23
The sub-transient fault current will be calculated using the MVA and per-unit methods (for
comparison purposes only) based on the sub-transient reactance value as specified from the
UM274C Stamford alternator data sheet. Full specifications sheets for the UCM274C Stamford
alternator are given in Appendix C.
4.4.1. Fault level calculation: MVA method
The MVA method is a useful method when performing field calculations as it is quick and easy
to perform with accuracy within 5%.
Figure 9: Stamford UCM224G alternator specifications extract (Stamford UCM274C Technical Data Sheet 2006)
Figure 10: Single Line Diagram – fault at main bus24
Fault MVA = S/X………………………………………………….………………………………..……..(1)
S = 3Ø Apparent Power, X = sub-transient reactance
Gen 1 Fault MVA = 0.0925/0.12 = 0.7708MVA
Gen 2 Fault MVA = 0.0925/0.12 = 0.7708MVA
Fault MVA Total = Gen1 Fault MVA + Gen 2 Fault MVA = 0.7708 + 0.7708 = 1.542MVA….(2)
Therefore:
Sub-transient fault (I”) = Fault MVA Total / (√3.V) = 1.542x10
6 / (√3.440) = 2023A
Figure 11: Fault MVA values of generators with fault at main bus25
4.4.2. Fault level calculation: Per-Unit method
Reference should be made to figure 10 above.
VB = Line Voltage, Sb = 3Ø Apparent Power
Zpu = Per-Unit sub-transient Impedance
Therefore:
Assumptions made during fault calculations:
 All non-rotating impedance loads neglected
 Synchronous generators armature resistance, saliency and saturation neglected
 Cable impedances to point of fault neglected due to short lengths
 Generators both operating under no load conditions
 Three phase fault calculated26
4.4.3. Fault Value
With the fault level calculated at approximately 2000A, it is possible to ensure that the main
switchboard equipment is capable of withstanding this prospective fault current. This effectively
refers to the main busbar being able to withstand fault conditions for a specified period prior to
the circuit breakers acting. In particular, the busbar’s mounts are of major concern with ratings as
they undergo large forces during fault conditions. Similarly circuit breakers must be capable of
breaking this fault value. Even though the fault current is approximately 2000A, circuit breakers
are only available in specified discrete breaking capacity values which include 4.5kA, 6kA,
10kA, 15kA etc. It is these values which are used to determine the withstand rating of the
switchboard. The 35M SAR vessel has therefore been constructed with a main switchboard rated
at 10kA. Although this is effectively five times the potential fault current, it does ensure a safety
buffer is placed on the switchboard to account for potential inferior construction. Additionally, it
is known through experience that circuit breakers are readily available at this breaking capacity
value which ensures build delays are mitigated.27
4.5. Voltage Transient
The DNV rules for classification Pt.4, Ch.8-Electrical Installations, stipulates that the supply
voltage variations for transient states must be -15% to 20% of nominal voltage levels. Voltage
transients are most affected by the connection and disconnection of loads with the starting of
induction motors having greatest effect on the reduction of voltage levels due to their high
starting currents.
The reason for investigating transient voltage levels under induction motor starting conditions is
to determine the type of motor staring arrangements required for each motor on board the vessel,
as the starting currents for the simplest form of motor starting, that being direct on line (DOL),
can be 6 to 8 times the full load current it is necessary to determine which motors can be started
DOL and which cannot.
In determining the transient level for each motor it is assumed that only one motor at a time is
started, this is a reasonable assumption as the majority of the motors onboard the 35M SAR are
manually operated. The transient voltage drop is additionally determined under normal operating
conditions for the particular motor. For example, such that the fire monitor pump is investigated
under fire monitor mode.
The technical specifications data for the alternator and the induction motor in question are
required for determining transient levels with each being readily available from their prospective
manufacturer. Full data sheets for the UMC274C alternator and motor data sheets for a 25kW
motor are located in Appendix C and D respectively.
Figure 12 below shows the locked rotor motor starting curve for the Stamford UCM274C
alternator which provides percentage transient voltage dip of the alternator under motor locked
rotor conditions.
From the 25kW motor data sheet (Appendix D), the locked rotor current for an induction motor
used for the fire monitor pump onboard the 35M SAR is obtained. Using the locked rotor current
of 287A and the system voltage of 440V the locked rotor kVA value of the motor can be
determined as follows:28
In addition to the locked rotor kVA value the load kVA prior to motor starting is also calculated
and subsequently added to the locked rotor load as follows:
As can be seen from figure 12 the intercept of the locked rotor kVA and percent transient voltage
dip shows a potential 24% voltage drop when the 25kW motor is operated. As the DNV rules for
classification for transient voltages specifies a maximum 15% voltage drop, the starting of this
25kW motor direct on line is not permitted and an alternative starting arrangement is required.
Figure 12: Locked Rotor Starting Curve Stamford UCM274C Alternator – Percent voltage dip for
25kW motor under locked rotor conditions (Stamford UCM274C Technical Data Sheet 2006)
+ +29
A number of alternative motor starting arrangements are available which will allow the voltage
transient value to align with DNV class rules. These include star-delta, autotransformer, primary
or secondary resistance and electronic soft starter. The selection of an alternative motor starting
arrangement depends on a number of factors, including motor design (squirrel cage or wound
rotor), torque requirements of the motor during starting, harmonic injection of starter, costs and
complexity. Due to fundamental design considerations of cost, availability, a requirement for
minimal harmonic injection and no inherent problems associated with starting any motor on
board the 35M SAR with reduced torque, the star-delta arrangement was selected. Note: the
direct-online and star-delta type starters are described in section 4.6.
To ensure transient voltage drop is within DNV rules the star-delta motor starting arrangement is
similarly investigated under locked rotor starting conditions as previously performed. Using the
locked rotor current of 95A and the system voltage of 440V the locked rotor kVA value of the
motor can be determined with a star-delta starter. Note the star-delta starter is a reduced voltage
starter and consequently reduces starting current and torque to 33% of nominal values such that
the new starting current under locked rotor condition is approximately 95A, down from its 287A
value.
Therefore the resultant full locked rotor kVA is:
+ +30
From figure 13, it is evident that the inclusion of a reduced voltage starter in the form of a star-
delta arrangement limits the transient voltage dip to 13%, which meets DNV classifications of no
more than 15%.
The approach of identifying which motors require an alternative starting arrangement other than
DOL is performed on all motor sizes. In practice, however, it is a matter of performing this check
on the larger capacity motors until a size is found that can operate within DNV rules without an
alternative starting arrangement. After that all smaller capacity motors can start DOL.
Figure 13: Locked Rotor Starting Curve Stamford UCM274C Alternator – Percent voltage dip for
25kW motor under locked rotor conditions (Stamford UCM274C Technical Data Sheet 2006)31
4.6. Motor Starters, Circuit Breakers and Contactors
As was identified in the previous section, the 35M SAR vessel incorporates DOL (direct on line)
and star-delta starting arrangements for its motors. This section is an investigation into the
operational principle of each starter, with respect to their wiring schematics, and similarly
examines the circuit breaker and contactor selection processes.
4.6.1. DOL (Direct On Line) Starter
Drawing 870-020 (Appendix E) is a schematic wiring diagram of the starting arrangement for the
0.75kW fuel transfer pump onboard the 35M SAR vessel which incorporates a contactor
controlled DOL starter. As can be seen from drawing 870-020, the circuit breaker has thermal
overload and over current protection with the contactor being installed to allow remote
pushbutton starting and stop capability. The remote start and stop capability in this case is via
momentary contact buttons located at the main switch board (MSB) and control station which is
mounted local to the pump unit itself.
Operation of the motor begins by pressing of the start button which completes a circuit through
the normally closed stop push button to the relay coil. The relay coil closes the main contactor
which places the motor online; additionally the auxiliary contact is closed. The purpose of the
auxiliary contactor is to provide an electrical interlock or continuous latch across the start button
contacts once it has been released. Taking the motor off-line is achieved by pressing the
momentary contact stop which de-energies the contactor.
As the fuel transfer pump operates on a three phase supply of 440V it is evident from drawing
870-020 that the control circuit is similarly at 440V due to its connection across the incoming
supply lines. The control circuit does not have to be at the supply line voltage and can be
operated at reduced voltage with the use of a step-down transformer to provide a lower voltage;
the use of a transformer can additionally be used for isolation purposes. The general arrangement
of the control circuit operating on the 440V supply value for the 35M SAR is to limit cost and
weight issues.32
4.6.1.1. Contactor and Circuit Breaker Selection
Contactors are rated on operating voltages and generally sized according to the kW rating of the
motor and load conditions. Additionally the contactors are rated with categories which take into
account full load and starting currents; these categories are AC-1, AC-2, AC-3, AC-4. The
category AC-3, which is of significance in regard to the fuel transfer pump, has the following
attributes: “applies to squirrel cage motors with breaking during normal operating running of the
motor. On closing, the contactor makes the starting current, which is about 5 to 7 times the rated
current of the motor. On opening, it breaks the rated current drawn by the motor” (Schneider
2006)
The fuel transfer pump onboard the 35M SAR vessel is a 0.75kW, 440V three phase motor. As
such, Table 6 below is used to select the appropriate contactor.
From Table 6 above it is shown that the contactor LC1D09N7 is a 3 pole contactor with one
integrated N/O (normally open) and one integrated N/C (normally closed) auxiliary contact rated
at 4kW and categorised to AC-3 standard that is capable of performing the contactor function for
Table 6: Contactors (Schneider Electric Catalogue 2006)33
the DOL starting of the fuel transfer pump. The N/O auxiliary contact is used as the latch for
operation after the start button has been released as previously discussed.
Motor protection is in the form of a circuit breaker with thermal overload and short circuit
capabilities. The purpose of incorporating both thermal overload and short circuit into a breaker
is to allow the thermal action to operate on small overloads thereby offering variations in
tripping times. At higher overloads, such as a motor short circuit condition, the magnetic action
takes over with a fast response to break the circuit. Referencing Table 7, it is evident that the
motor circuit breaker GV2P07 can be selected to perform the circuit breaker function. It should
be noted from the table that the breaking capacity of this model is 100kA. This far exceeds the
rating of the main switch board withstand current, but as previously mentioned, devices are only
supplied at discrete values and therefore options are limited. Of similar importance is the voltage
rating, which although specified at 415V, is rated at 690V and therefore is usable on the 35M
vessels 440V power system.
Table 7: Circuit Breakers (Schneider Electric Catalogue 2006)34
4.6.2. Star-Delta Starter
Drawing 870-024 (Appendix F) is a schematic wiring diagram of the 25kW fire monitor pump
incorporating a contactor controlled Star-Delta starter. As can be seen from the drawing, the
circuit breaker has thermal overload and over current protection with the main contactor being
installed to allow remote pushbutton starting and stop capability. One of the motor requirements
for this type of starter is the need to have each end (six ends) of the three phase pole groups of
the stator coils available at the motor terminals for connection to be possible to the star-delta
starter. Most three phase motors however have all six winding ends brought out to a terminal box
which generally comes in one of two arrangements (see Figure 15).
Figure 14: (a) LC1D09N7 Contactor; (b) GV2P07 Circuit Breaker (Schneider Electric Catalogue 2006)
(b) (a)35
The star-delta starter is a reduced voltage starter, which is achieved by the starter connecting the
motor leads in star configuration and placing the motor on-line. When approximately 80%-90%
of full load speed is reached the motor leads are connected in delta configuration. With reference
to drawing 870-024 (Appendix F) the principle of operation of the star-delta starter is as follows:
The action of pressing the start button energises the star contactor ‘S’ due to the normal closed
starting position of the timer contact. Additionally on pressing the start button the main contactor
‘M’ is energised concurrently with the timer relay ‘T’ due to the closure of the auxiliary star
contactor ‘S’ and the motor is now on-line. On release of the start button power is still
maintained to the main contactor and star contactor through the main and star auxiliary
contactors. Once the timer has completed its preset time cycle, the timer contactor ‘T’ is
switched, de-energising the star contactor and its auxiliary contact while energising the delta
contactor and as such connecting the motor in delta configuration. The switch over from star to
delta configuration temporarily disconnects the motor from the supply and is referred to as ‘open
circuit transition’. As can be seen from the schematic diagram the two normally closed auxiliary
contacts of the delta and star contactors are arranged in such a way as to prevent both the star and
delta contactors being engaged at the same time; such a condition would cause a short circuit
across the supply. Pressing of the stop button interrupts the supply to the main contactor and
delta contactor disconnecting the motor supply.
Figure 15: Winding connections to the terminal block of a three phase motor a) six-lead stator
winding common arrangement; b) six-lead stator winding alternative arrangement
(Jenneson 2005)
(a) (b)36
4.6.2.1. Contactor and Circuit Breaker Selection
The selection process of contactors for the 25kW fire monitor pump is similar to that used for
the 0.75kW fuel transfer pump as previously discussed. However due to the nature of the star-
delta starting arrangement of the fire monitor pump the star contactor is rated to handle 33% of
rated power while the delta and main contactors are rated at 1/√3 of the motors rated power.
Rating main and delta contactors at 58% is due to the current across the windings being reduced
by delta current relationships.
From Table 8 it is seen that the contactor LC1D18N7 is suitable for connection as the star
contactor. Similarly two LC1D32N7 model contactors are suitable for the main and delta
configured contactors. All contactors are 3 pole with one integrated N/O (normally open) and
one integrated N/C (normally closed) auxiliary contact and categorised to AC-3 standard, which
is capable of performing the contactor function for the star-delta starting of the fire monitor
pump.
Table 8: Contactors (Schneider Electric Catalogue 2006)
Star contactor “S”
Main and Delta
contactor “M” & “D”37
In addition to the main contactors and the in-built auxiliary contactors, two contact-mounted
auxiliary contacts LADN20’s, as shown in Table 9 below, and a time delay relay LADS2 of the
form shown in Table 10 below is required for star-delta starting.
Table 9: LADN20 Auxiliary Contactors (Schneider Electric Catalogue 2006)
Table 10: LADS2 Star-Delta Timer Contactor (Schneider Electric Catalogue 2006)38
As with the fuel transfer pump all motors including the fire monitor pump have both thermal
overload and short circuit protection capabilities. The model GV7RS80 as identified in Table 11
is selected to perform the motor protection of the 25kW fire monitor pump.
Figure 11: GV7RS80 Circuit Breaker (Schneider Electric Catalogue 2006)39
4.7. Cable Selection
The pertinent class rules for cable selection within a maritime vessel define the technical
requirements for cables along with the cable installation considerations and requirements. Other
relevant requirements for cable selection that will not be discussed here include routing of cables
within a vessel, the technical requirements for cables as electrical components and cable
requirements when used in hazardous areas.
Similar to de-rating factors of cables in land installations, cables in maritime environments use
correction factors for the ratings of their cables. These correction factors are applied at various
times and are dependent on conditions such as ambient temperature, multi-core cables, periodic
loading, intermittent loads and bunching of cables. With respect to the 35M SAR vessel
considerations for bunching of cables and ambient temperatures are applied.
The DNV rules for classification, Electrical Installations, Pt4 and Ch8 provide cable ratings at
various temperature classes which are all based on the maximum number of cables being
bunched together. As per the rules, a correction factor of 0.85 must be applied to cables which
have more than six (6) cables bunched together. An alternative to the application of the
correction factor is to ensure that the cable installation does not exceed the maximum number of
cables. This is the case in the 35M SAR with contractor technical specifications stipulating no
more than six cables can be bunched together. The advantage of not applying a correction factor
to cables due to bunching relates the reduction of the size of cables required and therefore cost
and overall weight; this may not always be possible on all vessels.
The correction factor for cables based on ambient operating temperature relates to operating
conditions which differ from the default ambient value of 45°C, as can be seen from Table 12
below. Due to the operational location of the 35M SAR vessel, the default temperature value of
45°C is used and no correction is required.40
Cable Selection (0.75kW fuel transfer pump): The selection of an appropriate cable size for the
0.75kW fuel transfer pump is based on the following technical data:
Table 12: Correction factors for ambient temperatures (DNV Part4, Chapter 8, 2001)
Table 13: Ratings of cables for temperature class 85°C (DNV Part4, Chapter 8, 2001)41
With reference to Table 13 the cable size selected which meets requirements has a nominal cross
sectional area of 1.5mm². As can be seen from the fire pumps technical data and Table 13 the
selected cable size exceeds full load current rating with a 1mm² cable being capable of
performing the duty. The 1.5mm² cable is selected as it is a size which is readily available and
reduces the number of different size cables on the 35M SAR making installation easier.
Cable Selection (25kW fire monitor pump): The selection of an appropriate cable size for the
25kW fire monitor pump is based on the following technical data:
With reference to Table 13, the cable size selected which meets requirements has a nominal cross
sectional area of 6mm². As the fire monitor pump is started using a star-delta starter two (2) sets
of active cables are required.42
4.8. Emergency Power Supply Batteries
In addition to the batteries used for main propulsion and generating plant starting, DNV class
rules, Pt4 Ch8 Sec2 – Emergency Power Supply System, require an emergency power supply
system in the form of a generator or an accumulator battery. Due to the size of the 35M SAR
vessel, an accumulator battery system is incorporated for emergency purposes. The sizing of an
emergency battery system is dependent on class rules and must be sufficient to supply all
services essential for safety in an emergency and includes electrical equipment such as
emergency lighting and communication equipment. The purpose of the emergency power system
in a vessel of this size is to provide emergency power to specified equipment for a dedicated
period of time to allow maximum survivability of the crew.
Accumulator or deep cycle batteries are rated by their Ah (amp-hour) capacity, as such the
calculation of loads must represent an Ah value. From Table 14, the loads that are required to
have emergency power capability, along with their respective Ah loads, are shown.
Table 14: Emergency DC load schedule 35M SAR vessel (BAE Systems n.d)43
Batteries are selected to ensure that the total Ah value exceeds 630Ah. The batteries must
additionally be connected as a series/parallel combination in order to maintain a 24V DC design.
24V is a design consideration, initiated in the early design specifications, that is selected based
on available equipment voltage requirements i.e. lighting.44
Conclusion
The main objective of this report was to investigate the key electrical systems on-board the 35M
search and rescue vessel, which could then be used as a basis for future designs of this class of
vessel. This effectively meant confirming that the current design complied with build
classifications and rules, most notably Det Norske Veritas (DNV). The revalidation itself follows
a design process that will give future vessels a design paradigm of the electrical systems, in
particular the motor starting arrangements and their required operational equipment such as
contactors and circuit breakers, to be correctly selected. Additionally, the report provides an
insight into the considerations required under DNV rules regarding cables and emergency power
system selection.
Although it is not highlighted within the report, considerable time was required to compare the
current system design with DNV rules and standards and then ensure the design process or
investigation that is evident within the report meets these rules and standards.
The following important design considerations were addressed in this report.
o Selection of primary power distribution based on a three wire unearthed neutral system.
o Selection of generator sets (the ship’s primary source of power) based on the AC load
analysis.
o Selection of batteries (the ship’s emergency source of power) based on the DC load analysis.
o Selection of motor starting arrangements based on anticipated voltage dip at generator.
o Selection on protection devices and their breaking capacities based on short circuit
calculations.
A key finding of the project was the difficulty in designing an electrical system that could be
transferred to another vessel of similar class as any future vessel, unless identical, would
invariably have different requirements and loads. As such only a generic design paradigm that
identified areas of design importance could be developed.45
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